.1B), the back jaw is not a phonologically contrastive location (e.g., there are no minimal pairs involving this place of articulation). Thus, the set of phonological units is closed for a given sign language, and the members of the set may differ cross-linguistically. Further, borrowing signs from another signed language does not extend the phonological repertoire of a language; rather, the form of the borrowed sign is altered to conform to the phonological constraints of the adoptive language (Quinto-Pozos, 2003) .
Spoken languages represent sequential structure in terms of the linear ordering of segments (or complex gestures within Articulatory Phonology). Similarly, signs are not holistic expressions, and linear structure is represented in terms of sequences of phonological units. The number of sequential units within a word tends to be less for signed languages (e.g., canonical signs have only three sequential segments; Sandler, 1989) , and more phonological features are represented simultaneously (akin to the representation of tone for spoken languages). Of course, the relevant articulators are manual rather than vocal, and phonological patterns are described in terms of manual features (e.g., selected fingers, body contact) rather than oral features (e.g., wide glottis, bilabial constriction).
In addition, there is fairly strong evidence for the existence of syllables in sign languages -the syllable is a unit of structure that is below the level of the word but above the level of the segment. Syllables are defined as dynamic units, such as path movements or changes in handshape or in orientation. Certain phonological constraints must refer to the sign syllable; for example, handshape changes must be temporally coordinated with respect to movement at the level of the syllable, not at the level of the lexical word or morpheme (Brentari, 1998) . However, there is little evidence for onsetrhyme distinctions within a sign syllable or resyllabification process. Finally, sign languages exhibit phonological rules such as assimilation, constraints on well-formedness that refer to segmental structure, and form patterns can be accounted for using (manual) feature geometry. Thus, both signed and spoken languages exhibit a linguistically significant, yet meaningless, level of structure that can be analyzed as phonology for both language types. Goldstein, Byrd, and Saltzman (this volume) argue that the evolution of phonology requires the emergence of discrete combinatorial units and that the non-iconic nature of vocal gestures is advantageous in this regard. It has been suggested that manual actions do not provide a ready source of discreteness to differentiate similar actions with different symbolic meaning. However, the existence and nature of modern sign languages argues against such a claim. Sign languages exhibit both iconicity and phonological structure (i.e., discrete combinatorial units that are non-meaningful). Therefore, it is possible that early gestural communication could evolve phonology.
Interestingly, the fact that sign languages exhibit phonological structure actually presents a problem for the theory of language evolution put forth by Arbib (2005;  Chapter 1, this volume). Arbib (along with Corballis, 2002) hypothesizes that there was an early stage in the evolution of language in which communication was predominantly gestural. Arbib proposes that the transition from gesture to speech was not abrupt, and he suggests that "protosign" and "protospeech" developed in an expanding spiral until protospeech became dominant. The problem for this hypothesis is that signed languages are just as complex, just as efficient, and just as useful as spoken languages. As noted above, the manual modality is not deficient with respect to duality of patterning and affords the evolution of phonological structure. In addition, visual-gestural languages easily express abstract concepts, have recursive hierarchical syntactic structure, are used for artistic expression, are similarly acquired by children, etc. (see Emmorey (2002) for review). Thus, in principle, there is no linguistic reason why the expanding spiral between protosign and protospeech could not have resulted in the evolutionary dominance of sign over speech. A gestural origins theory of language evolution must explain why speech evolved at all, particularly when choking to death is a potential by-product of speech evolution due to the repositioning of the larynx (but see Clegg and Aiello, 2000) . Corballis (2002) presents several specific hypotheses for why speech might have won out over gesture, but none is satisfactory. Corballis suggests that speech may have an advantage because more arbitrary symbols are used, but sign languages also consist of arbitrary symbols, and there is no evidence that the iconicity of some signs limits expression or processing. The problem of signing in the dark is another oft-cited disadvantage for sign language. However, early signers/gesturers could sign in moonlight or firelight, and a tactile version of sign language could even be used if it were pitch black (i.e., gestures/ signs are felt). Furthermore, speech has the disadvantage of attracting predators with sound at night or alerting prey during a hunt. Corballis argues that speech would allow for communication simultaneously with manual activities, such as tool construction or demonstration. However, signers routinely sign with one hand, while the other hand holds or manipulates an object (e.g., turning the steering wheel while driving and signing to a passenger). It is true that operation of a tool that requires two hands would necessitate serial manual activity, interspersing gesturing with object manipulation. But no deaths have been attributed to serial manual activity.
Everyone agrees that the emergence of language had clear and compelling evolutionary advantages. Presumably, it was these advantages that outweighed the dangerous change in the vocal tract that allowed for human speech but increased the likelihood of choking. If communicative pantomime and protosign preceded protospeech, it is not clear why protosign simply did not evolve into sign language. The evolutionary advantage of language would already be within the grasp of early humans.
Language and mirror neurons: mapping between perception and production
The existence of mirror neurons has been taken by some as supporting the motor theory of speech perception (Liberman, 1996) or the direct realist theory of speech perception (Fowler, 1986; Best, 1995) . Under these theories, listeners perceive speech as gestures; that is, they parse the acoustic stream using gestural information (see Goldstein, Byrd, and Saltzman, this volume) . However, as pointed out by Goldstein and Fowler (2003) , the existence of mirror neurons is not particularly explanatory. For example, it is not at all clear how a mirror neuron "recognizes" the correspondence between a visually observed action and a self-executed action of the same form (but see Oztop, Bradey, and Arbib, this volume, for modeling that attempts to address this question). Similarly, we are far from understanding how a signer recognizes and represents the correspondence between a visually perceived sign and a self-produced sign. In fact, understanding how signerviewers (or speaker-listeners) map production to perception and vice versa may have implications for understanding how mirror neurons come to achieve their function. For example, the potential role of mirror neurons for language is clear: to help make communication between individuals possible by establishing parity between self-produced forms and perceived forms. However, the functional role of mirror neurons in the context of behavior for non-human primates is currently unclear, particularly given that imitation is not a frequently observed behavior in the wild (Tomasello et al., 1993) . Understanding how parity of linguistic form emerges during development might provide some insight into the possible function(s) of mirror neurons in non-human primates.
A critical distinction between speech perception and sign perception is that the articulators are entirely visible for sign, but not for speech. For sign language, "what-you-see" is "what-you-produce" in terms of the relation between perception and production. In contrast, a major challenge for speech perception research is to understand the relation between the acoustic signal perceived by a listener and the movements of the vocal articulators. This is a complex problem because the same segment can have different acoustic realizations depending upon the surrounding context, speaking rate, and the individual speaker. Furthermore, different articulatory gestures can give rise to the same acoustic perception, and a simple invariant mapping between acoustic features and perceived phonemes has been extremely difficult to find, despite intense research efforts (Stevens and Blumstein, 1981 ; see Skipper, Nusbaum, and Small, this volume, for further discussion). For the visual signal, the problem of invariance takes the form of a problem in high-level vision: how are objects (e.g., the hands) recognized as "the same" when seen from different views and distances or in different configurations? Furthermore, vision researchers are struggling with the problem of how information about object motion, object shape, and object location are integrated (the "binding problem"). However, even when this problem is solved, the mapping between such recognition and patterns of motoneuron activity remains a challenge. Thus, although mapping between the perceived visual signal and mental representations of sign form may appear straightforward, how such perceptual mapping is achieved is not well understood.
Given that sign gestures are not hidden and do not have to be inferred from acoustic information, there might be no need for a distinction between perceptual and articulatory phonological features. That is, perceptual targets may not exist for sign. Only articulatory targets may be relevant. For speech, many sounds can be made in more than one way. For example, the same vowel can be produced with different jaw positions or a change in pitch can be produced either by extra respiratory effort or by altering the tension of the vocal cords (Ladefoged, 2000) . What is critical is the perceptual target, not the specific articulatory means of achieving it. Crasborn (2001) argues that, despite the visibility of the sign articulators, perceptual targets exist for sign as well. The argument is based on whispering data from Sign Language of the Netherlands, but examples can be found in American Sign Language as well. Signers whisper by making reduced movements in a constricted volume when they wish to be visually quiet or do not want their signing to be viewed by others. The relevant observation here is that when some signs are whispered, a change in location (path movement) is realized as a change in orientation. Figure 4 .2 provides an example from ASL in which the citation form of the sign NOT is produced with outward movement from the chin, whereas the whispered form is produced with a change in hand orientation and no path movement. Crasborn (2001) argues that change in location and change in orientation are abstract perceptual categories that can be articulated either by proximal or distal joints. That is, there is an abstract perceptual target that does not refer to the articulatory means employed to make it visible. Thus, despite directly observable articulations, perceptual factors nonetheless may characterize aspects of phonological form for sign language. However, it remains unclear whether such effects must be represented with perceptual (visual) features or whether they can be accounted for by sufficiently abstract articulatory features or specifications.
Finally, investigations of the link between perception and production for sign language may provide unique insight into the link between action observation and action execution in non-linguistic domains and in non-human primates. Some investigators have hypothesized that action perception may automatically and unconsciously engender an internal simulation of that action (a forward model) which can serve to anticipate observed actions (e.g., Blakemore and Decety, 2001) . Sign language provides an outstanding tool for addressing questions about how the human action system might contribute to action perception. For example, sign perception might be accompanied by an unconscious internal simulation of sign production that might aid in the visual parsing of sign inputthis is a hypothesis that we are currently exploring. The distinct biological basis of sign language results in a unique interface between vision and language and between action systems and language production. Investigation of this interface will not only inform us about relations between linguistic perception and production, but will also provide insight into broader issues within cognitive neuroscience.
Neural mechanisms underlying the production of speech, sign, and action
It has been hypothesized that the human homologue of area F5 in monkey is Broca's area, the classic speech production region for humans (Rizzolatti and Arbib, 1998; Iacoboni et al., 1999; Arbib and Bota, this volume) . Given that Broca's area is anterior to primary motor cortex controlling mouth and lip movements, it is reasonable that an area involved in speech production would be anatomically located near regions involved in control of the speech articulators. Is the same area involved in sign language production? Or is the functional equivalent of Broca's area shifted superiorly so that it is next to the motor representation for the hand and arm? Using cortical stimulation mapping, Corina et al. (1999) were able to identify the areas involved in mouth and lip movements in a deaf ASL signer. While the subject produced manual signs in a picture-naming task, they stimulated the posterior aspect of Broca's area (BA 44). This site was just anterior to the sites that evoked facial motor responses. Stimulation resulted in signing errors best characterized as phonetic or motor execution errors. Signs were articulated with non-specific movements and laxed handshape configurations. Semantic naming errors did not occur with stimulation to BA 44, nor did phonological errors (e.g., producing an erroneous, but clearly articulated, handshape substitution). In contrast, both phonological substitution errors and semantic errors occurred during sign production when stimulation was applied to the left supramarginal gyrus in the same deaf signer.
The cortical stimulation mapping results with this deaf ASL signer suggest that BA 44 is involved in phonetic aspects of linguistic expression, regardless of the anatomy of the language articulators. This hypothesis is supported by the results of Horwitz et al. (2003) , who used a combination of cytoarchitectonic mapping and positron emission tomography (PET) data to investigate activation of Broca's area during the production of spoken and signed language by hearing ASL-English bilinguals. Subjects were asked to produce autobiographical narratives in either English or ASL, and the baseline comparison tasks were laryngeal and orofacial articulatory movements or bilateral non-routinized hand and arm movements (from Braun et al., 1997 Braun et al., , 2001 ). When contrasted with the baseline articulation conditions, there was little or no activation within BA 44 for sign production or for speech production. However, when the articulatory baseline tasks were contrasted Whispering is used when signers wish to be visually quiet and/or when they do not want their signing to be viewed by others.
The signer as an embodied mirror neuron systemwith a rest condition, significant activation was observed in BA 44 for both language types (more for orofacial articulation than for manual articulation). Interestingly, activation in BA 44 within the right hemisphere was observed for orofacial articulation compared to rest, but very little activation in right BA 44 was observed for (bimanual) limb articulation.
In contrast to BA 44, Horwitz et al. (2003) found only left hemisphere activation in BA 45 for both signing and speaking. Activation in left BA 45 was only observed when the linguistic tasks (producing an English or an ASL narrative) were contrasted with the articulatory baseline tasks. The contrast between the articulation tasks and rest did not produce activation in BA 45 for either orofacial or manual-limb articulation. Horwitz et al. (2003) concluded that BA 45 is the portion of Broca's area that is fundamental to modality-independent aspects of language production.
Given that the articulators required for signing are the same as those involved in nonlinguistic reaching and grasping, one might expect Broca's area to play an important role in both signing and in non-linguistic action production. However, for grasping tasks, hand configuration is determined by the nature of the object to be held or manipulated. For sign production, hand configuration is determined by the phonological specification stored in the lexicon. For example, as shown in Fig. 4 .1B, the hand configuration for the ASL sign APPLE is an X handshape (fist with extended and curved index finger), rather than the hand configuration that would be used to grasp an apple. The hand configuration used to grasp objects is functionally determined, but the hand configuration for signs is dependent on the lexicon and phonology of a particular sign language, e.g., the sign for APPLE in British Sign Language is formationally distinct from ASL.
Nonetheless, ASL contains some signs that appear to mimic grasping motions and the hand configuration in these signs depicts how the human hand holds or manipulates an instrument or the hand depicts the instrument itself. Specifically, ASL handling classifier verbs denote actions performed with an implement. For example, the sign BRUSH-HAIR is produced with a grasping handshape and a brushing motion at the head (see Fig. 4 .3). For instrument classifier verbs, the instrument itself is represented by the articulator, and the movement of the sign reflects the stylized movement of the tool or implement. Such verbs are referred to as classifier verbs because the handshape is morphemic and refers to a property of the referent object (e.g., the handle of a brush; the shape of a screwdriver); see papers in Emmorey (2003) for a discussion of classifier constructions in signed languages. As can be seen in Fig. 4 .3A, the form of classifier verbs is quite iconic.
In addition, ASL nouns denoting tools or manipulable objects are often derived from instrument classifier verbs. For example, the sign SCREWDRIVER shown in Fig. 4 .3B is made with a twisting motion, and the H handshape (fist with index and middle fingers extended) depicts the screwdriver itself, rather than how the hand would hold a screwdriver. In general, the movement of a noun in ASL reduplicates and shortens the movement of the related verb (Supalla and Newport, 1978) . Thus, the twisting motion of the sign SCREWDRIVER is repeated and relatively short compared to that employed for the verb SCREW.
Given the motoric iconicity of handling classifier verbs and of many ASL nouns referring to manipulable objects, investigated whether such iconicity impacts the neural systems that underlie tool and action naming for deaf ASL signers. In this PET study, signers were asked to name actions performed with an implement (producing handling classifier verbs), actions performed without a tool (e.g., YELL in Fig. 4 .3C), and manipulable objects (nouns referring to tools or utensils). The results showed that the sensory-motoric iconicity of ASL signs denoting tools (e.g., SCREWDRIVER) and of handling classifier verbs denoting actions performed with a tool (e.g., BRUSH-HAIR) does not alter the neural systems that underlie lexical retrieval or sign production.
Specifically, naming tools or tool-based actions engaged a left premotor-parietal cortical network for both signers and speakers. The neural activation maximum observed within left premotor cortex for ASL handling classifier verbs was similar to the premotor activation observed when English speakers named the function or use of tools (Grafton et al., 1997) . Naming tools with iconic ASL signs also engaged left premotor cortex, and this activation maximum was similar to that found when English speakers named tools (Grabowski et al., 1998; Chao and Martin, 2000) . These premotor sites were generally superior to Broca's area. Activation maxima within the left inferior parietal cortex when naming tools or tool-based actions were also similar for signers and speakers. When signers or speakers named actions that did not involve tools (e.g., yelling, sleeping) or non-manipulable objects (e.g., animals that are not pets) activation within this left premotor-parietal network was not observed (Damasio et al., 1996 (Damasio et al., , 2001 Emmorey et al., , 2003a . Thus, activation within this network may represent retrieval of knowledge about the sensory-and motor-based attributes of grasping movements associated with tools and commonly manipulated objects.
In addition, Broca's area (BA 45) was activated when signers named tools, tool-based actions, and actions without tools . This activation is hypothesized to reflect lexical retrieval and/or selection processes during naming (Emmorey, 2006) . Activation in Broca's area is not reported when subjects are asked to pantomime tool use (Moll et al., 2000; Choi et al., 2001) . The fact that the production of ASL verbs The signer as an embodied mirror neuron systemresembling pantomime (e.g., BRUSH-HAIR) and non-pantomimic verbs (e.g., YELL) both engaged Broca's area suggests that handling classifier verbs are lexical forms, rather than non-linguistic gestures. This result is complemented by two case studies of aphasic signers who exhibit a dissociation between the ability to sign and to pantomime (Corina et al., 1992; Marshall et al., 2004) . Corina et al. (1992) describe the case of WL who had a large frontotemporoparietal lesion in the left hemisphere. The lesion included Broca's area, the arcuate fasciculus, a small portion of inferior parietal lobule (BA 40) and considerable damage to the white matter deep to the inferior parietal lobule. WL exhibited poor sign comprehension, and his signing was characterized by phonological and semantic errors with reduced grammatical structure. An example of a phonological error by WL was his production of the sign SCREWDRIVER. He substituted an A-bar handshape (fist with thumb extended) for the required H handshape (see Fig. 4.3B) . In contrast to his sign production, WL was unimpaired in his ability to produce pantomime. For example, instead of signing DRINK (a C handshape (fingers extended and curved as if holding a cup) moves toward the mouth, with wrist rotation -as if drinking), WL cupped his hands together to form a small bowl. WL was able to produce stretches of pantomime and tended to substitute pantomimes for signs, even when pantomime required more complex movements. Such pantomimes were not evident before his brain injury. Marshall et al. (2004) report a second case of a deaf aphasic signer who demonstrated a striking dissociation between pantomime and sign (in this case, British Sign Language). "Charles" had a left temporoparietal lesion and exhibited sign anomia that was parallel to speech anomia. For example, his sign-finding difficulties were sensitive to sign frequency and to cueing, and he produced both semantic and phonological errors. However, his pantomime production was intact and superior to his sign production even when the forms of the signs and pantomimes were similar. Furthermore, this dissociation was impervious to the iconicity of signs. His production of iconic signs was as impaired as his production of non-iconic signs. Thus, the lesion data complement the neuroimaging results. The neural systems supporting sign language production and pantomimic expression are nonidentical. Specifically, Broca's area is engaged during the lexical retrieval of signs denoting tools and tool-based actions, but not during tool-use pantomime (Moll et al., 2000; Choi et al., 2001) . Although Broca's area (specifically, BA 44) is activated when subjects imitate nonlinguistic finger movements (Iacoboni et al., 1999; Tanaka and Inui, 2002) , activation in Broca's area has not been found when signers imitate (repeat) visually presented signs, in contrast to visual fixation (Petitto et al., 2000, supplemental material) . Activation in the posterior inferior frontal gyrus (including Broca's area) is rarely reported when speakers repeat (i.e., imitate) spoken words (Indefrey and Levelt, 2000) . Repetition of manual signs (or oral words) does not require lexical retrieval/selection and is cognitively quite distinct from imitating novel manual movements because mental representations specifying form exist only for lexical items, not for finger/hand movements. Thus, although Broca's area may be engaged during the imitation of manual actions, it appears to play a different role in sign language production. Finally, Fig. 4 .4 illustrates cortical sites that are consistently engaged during the production of sign language. All six studies included in this summary figure found strong left hemisphere lateralization for sign production. In addition, the same perisylvian regions implicated in spoken language production are also implicated in sign language production: left inferior frontal gyrus, left posterior temporal cortices, and left inferior parietal lobule (Indefrey and Levelt, 2004) . However, the left superior parietal lobule is more involved in sign production than in speech production. In Fig. 4 .4, the white circles (with letters) indicate sites that showed greater activation for signing than for speaking, specifically the left superior parietal lobule and left supramarginal gyrus (Braun et al., 2001; . In their meta-analysis of imaging studies of spoken word production, Indefrey and Levelt (2004) found that the superior parietal lobule was rarely engaged during speech production (but see Watanabe et al., 2004) . In contrast, several studies have found activation in the superior parietal lobule during action imitation and pantomime production (Iacoboni et al., 1999; Moll et al., 2000; Choi et al., 2001; Tanaka et al., 2001; Tanaka and Inui, 2002) . hypothesize that for signing, the left superior parietal lobule may play a role in the proprioceptive monitoring of sign production. Studies with both non-human primates (e.g., Mountcastle et al., 1975) and humans (e.g., Wolpert et al., 1998; McDonald and Paus, 2003) demonstrate an important role for the superior parietal lobule in proprioception and the assessment of self-generated movements. Proprioceptive monitoring may play a more important role in sign production because visual monitoring of signed output presents an unusual signal for language perception. For spoken language, speakers can monitor their speech output by listening to their own voice -a perceptual loop feeds back to the speech comprehension mechanism. In contrast, signers do not look directly at their hands and cannot see their own faces. The visual input from their own signing is quite distinct from the visual input of another's signing. Therefore, a simple perceptual loop that feeds back to the sign comprehension mechanisms is problematic. Sign production may crucially involve the proprioceptive monitoring of movement, particularly since sign production is not visually guided.
In sum, the evidence to date suggests that action production (e.g., pantomime), sign production, and speech production are subserved by similar, but non-identical neural systems. Pantomime production can be dissociated from sign language production (Corina et al., 1992; Marshall et al., 2004) , and the pantomimic properties of (certain) signs do not alter the neural systems that underlie their production . Thus, sign and pantomime production depend upon partially segregated neural systems. Sign production parallels speech production in that both engage left perisylvian regions. These regions appear to support similar language production functions, such as lexical selection and phonological encoding (see San José-Robertson et al. (2004) , for further evidence and discussion). However, sign production parallels non-linguistic action production in that both engage the superior parietal lobule, perhaps due to the need to internally monitor limb movements. Figure 4 .4 Peak activation sites from six studies of sign production are overlaid onto an individual brain, using Y and Z Talairach coordinates. Talairach coordinates specify locations within a standard three-dimensional brain space, where X specifies the lateral-medial dimension, Y specifies the anterior-posterior dimension, and Z specifies the superior-inferior dimension (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988) ); Repetition of nouns -passive viewing of nouns (p.160). Isolated peak activation sites (farther than 10 mm from an activation peak reported by another study) were not included in the figure in order to provide a summary illustration of sites consistently activated during sign production. White circles: a: Braun et al. (2001) : activation sites that were more engaged for the production of ASL narratives than English narratives in hearing ASL-English bilinguals, using individual motor contrasts in the interaction (p.107). b: : activation sites that were more engaged during the production of ASL nouns by deaf signers compared to the production of English nouns by hearing speakers, using a yes/no judgement (either signed or spoken response) of upright/inverted faces in the interaction. Given that Wernicke's area is adjacent to auditory cortex, deficits in comprehension following temporal lobe damage might be expected for spoken language but perhaps not for signed language, which does not depend upon auditory input for perception. However, Hickok et al. (2002) reported that deaf signers with damage to the left temporal lobe performed significantly worse on tests of ASL comprehension than signers with left frontal and/or parietal damage and worse than signers with right temporal lobe damage. The comprehension deficit associated with left temporal lobe damage was most severe for complex sentences (e.g., multi-clausal commands) but was also observed for simple sentences (single clause commands) and single sign comprehension. Hickok et al. (2002) concluded that language comprehension for either spoken or signed language depends upon the integrity of the left temporal lobe. Functional imaging data support this conclusion. Several studies using a variety of techniques have reported activation within left temporal cortices during sign language comprehension (Söderfeldt et al.,1994 (Söderfeldt et al., , 1997 Neville et al., 1998; Nishimura et al., 1999; Petitto et al., 2000; Levänen et al., 2001; MacSweeney et al., 2002 MacSweeney et al., , 2004 ). In addition, several studies have found activation within auditory cortices, including the planum temporale, during the visual perception of sign language (Nishimura et al., 1999; Petitto et al., 2000; MacSweeney et al., 2002) . Thus, temporal lobe structures, including regions generally considered to be dedicated to auditory processing are recruited during sign language comprehension.
In contrast, deficits in the perception of actions or the recognition of pantomime are not typically associated with damage to superior temporal cortex. Rather, deficits in action and pantomime recognition are most often associated with apraxia and parietal damage (e.g., Heilman et al., 1982; Rothi et al., 1985) . Furthermore, Corina et al. (1992) and Marshall et al. (2004) reported dissociations not only in production (see above) but also between pantomime comprehension and sign language comprehension. Specifically, single sign comprehension can be impaired, while the ability to interpret action pantomimes is spared. The available evidence suggests that the neural systems that underlie sign language comprehension and action recognition are non-identical and that superior temporal cortices may be more involved in sign language comprehension.
Nonetheless, a recent functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study by MacSweeney et al. (2004) found a surprisingly high degree of similarity between the neural systems supporting sign language perception and the perception of non-meaningful gestures that resemble sign language (Tic Tac, a gestural system used by bookies to communicate odds, unknown to the study participants). In particular, activation was observed in the superior temporal gyrus and the planum temporale for all study participants, regardless of hearing status or knowledge of British Sign Language (BSL). In contrast, Petitto et al. (2000) found no activation within the planum temporale when hearing non-signers passively viewed either lexical signs or phonologically legal pseudosigns, but planum temporale activation was observed for deaf signers for both signs and pseudosigns. Task differences between the two studies may account for the conflicting results. Participants in the Petitto et al. (2000) study passively viewed signs, whereas in the MacSweeney et al. (2004) study, both deaf and hearing participants were asked to indicate which BSL sentence or Tic Tac "sentence" was semantically anomalous. In an attempt to find meaning in the gestural stimuli, hearing participants may have tried to label the gestures with English. Activation in the planum temporale has been observed for internally generated speech (e.g., McGuire et al., 1996) . Thus, activation in the planum temporale for hearing non-signers may have been due to self-generated internal speech, rather than to the perception of gestural stimuli.
The role of the superior temporal gyrus and the planum temporale in the perception of sign language is not clear. One possibility suggested by Petitto et al. (2000) is that the planum temporale "may be dedicated to processing specific distributions of complex, low-level units in rapid temporal alternation, rather than to sound, per se." (p. 13966) However, the rapid temporal alternations of sign do not approach the 40 ms rate found for the sound alternations of speech, arguing against an explanation based on rapid temporal patterns. Nonetheless, the planum temporale may be recruited during the visual perception of gestural phonetic units for both spoken and signed language. Several studies have reported activation within the planum temporale when hearing people lip-read silent speech (e.g., Calvert et al., 1997; MacSweeney et al., 2000; Campbell et al., 2001) . The superior temporal gyrus may be critical to interpreting gestures that are organized within a linguistic system of contrasts, i.e., phonological units. Finally, hearing ability modulates activation within the superior temporal gyrus (including the planum temporale), this activation being greater for deaf than hearing signers (MacSweeney et al., 2004; Sadato et al., 2004) . Further, non-linguistic visual stimuli (e.g., coherent dot-motion) produce activation within the superior temporal gyrus for deaf individuals (Finney et al., 2001; Sadato et al., 2004) . Thus, sign language perception may engage auditory cortices to a greater extent for deaf signers because auditory deprivation from birth induces cross-modal plasticity. Fig. 4 .5 illustrates cortical sites that are consistently engaged during sign language comprehension. In this summary illustration, activation sites are displayed on the lateral surface of the brain; thus, sites within the sylvian fissure (BA 42) and superior temporal sulcus appear on the surface. Most studies report greater left than right hemisphere involvement for sign comprehension (Neville et al. (1998) is the exception). Some controversy surrounds whether sign comprehension recruits the right hemisphere to a greater extent than speech comprehension Hickok et al., 1998) . However, when sign language perception is directly compared to audiovisual speech (rather than to reading), bilateral activation is observed for both sign and speech, with more extensive activation in the left hemisphere (MacSweeney et al., 2002; Sakai et al., 2005) .
As illustrated in Fig. 4 .5, left perisylvian regions are engaged during sign language comprehension, as they are for speech. Specifically, activation is found in left superior temporal cortex, left parietal cortex, and left inferior frontal cortex (Broca's area). In (p.77). Isolated peak activation sites (farther than 10 mm from an activation peak reported by another study) were not included in the figure in order to provide a summary illustration of sites consistently activated during sign perception. White circles: Activation sites that were more active during the perception of BSL than during the perception of Tic Tac, a gestural system used to communicate betting odds (MacSweeney et al., 2004; pg. 1612) . A basal activation site is not shown.
The signer as an embodied mirror neuron systemaddition, right hemisphere activation during sign language perception is reported in the inferior frontal gyrus, posterior superior temporal cortex, and the angular gyrus. The white circles in Fig. 4 .5 indicate sites where MacSweeney et al. (2004) reported greater activation during the perception of British Sign Language (BSL) than non-linguistic gesture (Tic Tac), namely, posterior superior temporal and inferior parietal sites in the left hemisphere and a bilateral inferior frontal region (BA 6/44). None of these regions were selectively engaged by BSL perception for hearing non-signers. Following a proposal by Wise et al. (2001) , MacSweeney et al. (2004) conclude that the posterior left superior temporal cortex plays a role in representing phonetic sequences, either oral or manual, during language comprehension. Finally, bilateral activation in Broca's area (BA 44/45) is not unique to sign perception. Bilateral activation within the inferior frontal gyrus has been observed during auditory and audiovisual speech perception (e.g., Skipper et al., 2005; Papathanassiou et al., 2000) , as well as during silent speech reading (Calvert and Campbell, 2003; Paulesu et al., 2003; Sekiyama et al., 2003) . Although more investigation is clearly needed, the evidence to date suggests that the perception of sign, speech, and action recruit overlapping, but non-identical, cortical regions. All three recruit the inferior frontal gyrus bilaterally. The inferior frontal gyrus (primarily BA 44) is likely to be involved in the perception of actions (both linguistic and non-linguistic) that are executed in accordance with an abstract representation of a production goal, i.e., a phonological representation for either sign or speech and a cognitive goal for non-linguistic actions (see Rizzolatti et al., 2002; Iacoboni et al., 2005) .
Speech and sign perception engage the left superior temporal gyrus (including the planum temporale) to a greater extent than the perception of other human actions. While the superior temporal sulcus is engaged during the perception of biological motion (e.g., Grossman et al., 2000; Vaina et al., 2001 ), activation does not generally extend superiorly and anteriorly into the auditory cortices within the superior temporal gyrus (i.e., BA 42). For the perception of biological motion, activation within superior temporal cortex tends to be bilateral or right lateralized, while for language perception activation is greater and more extensive within left superior temporal cortex (see also McCullough et al., 2005) .
Action and sign perception appear to engage parietal cortex to a greater extent than speech perception. Although left inferior parietal cortex is involved in the phonological processing of speech (particularly near the temporal-parietal-occipital junction; see Hickok and Poeppel, 2000) , parietal activation appears to be more extensive and more superior and posterior for sign perception. The activation peaks reported for sign perception often lie within the superior parietal lobule (BA 7) or near the border between the inferior and superior parietal lobules. In addition, Sakai et al. (Sekiyama et al., 2005) reported greater activation within the inferior parietal lobule bilaterally for sign perception compared to speech perception. Differential parietal activation during sign perception may simply reflect the biology of sign production. Namely, signing involves bilateral hand and arm movements, as well as facial movements (distinct facial expressions convey linguistic contrasts). Within parietal cortex, action observation exhibits a dorsal to ventral somatotopic organization for foot, hand, and mouth actions (Buccino et al., 2001 dorsal activation in parietal cortex during sign observation may reflect involvement of the hands and arms in sign production. In sum, sign perception, like speech perception but unlike action observation, engages the superior temporal gyri bilaterally ("auditory" cortices). Sign perception, like action observation but unlike speech perception, engages left posterior parietal cortex. Finally, the perception of sign, speech, and action all engage the inferior frontal gyrus (BA 44) in both the left and right hemisphere.
Discussion
To date, no study has explicitly investigated the neural regions that are engaged during both sign production and sign perception, i.e., the mirror neuron system for sign language. However, a comparison of separate studies suggests that frontoparietal regions (and possibly the left posterior superior temporal sulcus) are engaged during both perception and production (see Fig. 4 .4 and 4.5). These regions are also engaged during the observation and execution of non-linguistic actions such as grasping, finger and hand movements, and even dancing (Calvo-Merino et al., 2004) . Regions that appear to be engaged during sign perception, but not production, include the left superior temporal gyrus and the left middle temporal gyrus. Regions that may be engaged only during sign production include the left anterior superior parietal lobule and possibly the left inferior temporal cortex (at least for single sign production). Clearly, more research is needed to map out the neural systems that support sign language.
As hypothesized by Arbib (Chapter 1, this volume; Rizzolatti and Arbib, 1998) , the mirror neuron system for language appears to be strongly related to the mirror neuron system for action. The fact that modern sign languages in some sense emerge from action and pantomime provides interesting insight into changes that may occur when the mirror neuron system supporting action observation/execution comes to subserve language perception/production. Evidence from emerging sign languages such as Nicaraguan Sign Language (Senghas, 2003) , as well as historical analysis of established sign languages, indicate that pantomimic-like communication can evolve into language. For example, diachronic linguistic analyses have traced grammaticalization pathways in ASL that originate with gesture (Janzen and Shaffer, 2002) . For instance, grammatical markers of modality in ASL (e.g., CAN, MUST) are derived from lexical signs (STRONG, OWE), and these lexical signs are in turn derived from non-linguistic communicative gestures (clenching the fists and flexing muscles to indicate strength and a deictic pointing gesture indicating monetary debt). Of course, ASL is a modern sign language acquired and created by modern human brains, but the evidence illustrates the potential for communicative gestures to evolve into language.
As language emerges from pantomime and a community of users arises, duality of patterning and phonological structure appear. Linguistic actions (signs) not only have symbolic meaning and syntactic properties (e.g., they belong to syntactic classes), they also have form features that are not governed by meaning or syntax. One role of the mirror neuron system for language may be to establish (and maintain) parity between a selfgenerated sign and a visually perceived sign produced by another. The system may exploit an internalized phonological system of contrasts (i.e., phonology) to determine what counts as "the same" sign. It is notable that some mirror neurons identify similar actions as belonging to the same category (e.g., "grasping"); for example some mirror neurons fire during observation of different kinds of grasping actions (Gallese et al., 1996) . Similarly, ASL signers exhibit categorical perception effects (better discrimination across phonological categories than within a category), particularly for hand configuration (Emmorey et al., 2003b) . Thus, the mirror neuron system may code actions and signs with respect to abstract representations of a production goal that do not necessarily specify a particular muscle or joint configuration to be used in the articulation of the action or sign.
However, the production goals for language (either sign or speech) may in part be perceptually motivated. Here the mirror neuron system for action may differ from that for sign due to the distinctive interplay between perception and production for language. For example, visibility can affect the form of articulation for sign but probably has little influence on the form of grasping. During whispering (see Fig. 4 .2), the form of a sign is reduced and altered. Conversely, when signing to a large audience, the form of signs is perceptually enhanced (e.g., more proximal joints are used; Brentari, 1998) . For both sign and speech, there is a trade off between ease of articulation and ease of perception (for discussion see Emmorey, 2005) . Thus, sign articulations are not like other types of manual activities, such as reaching or grasping. Speakers alter their production to suit listeners -"speaking for listening" (Cutler, 1987) , and signers alter their production to suit viewers -"signing for viewing" (Emmorey, 2005) . But there does not appear to be "grasping for viewing" (although there may be "dancing for viewing"!).
The mirror neuron system may play a role during sign perception that parallels the role proposed by Skipper, Nusbaum and Small (this volume) for speech. Skipper et al. argue that the mirror neuron system creates an inverse model of speech production by mapping audiovisual speech to abstract representations of the actions that the perceiver herself would have produced. These action representations are mapped to the relevant pre-and primary motor cortices, and the resulting motoric activation results in a forward model (a motor hypothesis), which creates sensory feedback that can be compared with the incoming information. In this way, inverse-forward models predict upcoming sensory information thus reducing the number of alternative interpretations for acoustic patterns and thereby improving speech perception. Skipper et al. suggest that this process allows cognitive resources to be shifted to other aspects of the linguistic signal, such as semantic interpretation.
It is possible that the mirror neuron system performs a similar function for sign perception. Viewing signing may activate abstract representations of sign actions via the mirror neuron system, which results in inverse-forward models that can be used to predict upcoming sensory information thereby facilitating sign perception. However, Skipper et al. argue that for speech the mirror neuron system is often not engaged during auditory-only speech perception because "it would be quite costly to initiate inverseforward models if the predictive value were low and the redundant information high as in auditory speech perception alone." Is there any evidence that inverse-forward models might facilitate sign perception? One bit of evidence is the fact that late learners of ASL take significantly longer to identify ASL signs than native signers in a visual gating task (a sign is presented repeatedly, with the length of each presentation increased by one videoframe, and subjects attempt to identify the sign after each presentation; Emmorey and Corina, 1990) . If native signers have efficient inverse-forward models, they could better predict the trajectory of a sign action and thus identify the sign earlier. Late-learners of sign language have been argued to have a "phonological bottleneck" that causes them to expend additional cognitive effort deciphering phonological patterns, which prevents them from quickly accessing the meanings of lexical signs (Mayberry and Fischer, 1989; Mayberry, 1994 Mayberry, , 1995 . This pattern of results suggests that the mirror neuron system might play a role in facilitating early visual-phonetic processing.
Finally, for modern humans the mirror neuron system is "ready" for language and need not depend upon symbolic action or pantomime precursors. For example, deaf signing children do not start with gestures or pantomimes and then move to language. Although there may be an early communicative advantage for gesture for both hearing and deaf children (see Volterra and Iverson, 1995) , communicative gesture does not drive sign language acquisition. Deaf children's first signs are not iconic or pantomimic (Newport and Meier, 1985) ; signing children sometimes make errors when producing personal pronouns which are identical to pointing gestures (e.g., a child points to herself to mean "you"; Petitto, 1987) ; and signing children have difficulty acquiring headshake as a grammatical marker for negation, despite its early use to communicate "no!" (Anderson and Reilly, 1997) . Signs (and non-manual grammatical markers) are acquired as part of a linguistic system, and children do not automatically adopt communicative actions into this linguistic system.
The acquisition facts are consistent with the neuropsychological and neuroimaging data indicating that gesture and sign language are subserved by partially segregated neural systems. Pantomime comprehension and production can be preserved, while the comprehension and production of signs (even iconic signs) is impaired. However, imaging studies that directly compare sign and gesture production or compare action observation and sign/ gesture comprehension have not yet been conducted. Such studies will help to determine how the mirror neuron system responds when similar human actions constitute meaningful symbols, transitive actions, or meaningful forms that are part of a linguistic system.
